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ABSTRACT: Recently, a VGDRA scheme for mobile sink-based wireless sensor networks is introduced. This paper 

presents the proposed implementation of VGDRA, in which we are discussing the approach of efficient data delivery 

using communication of distance priority i.e. avoiding straight line communication which was used in previous 

VGDRA scheme. In this paper, we present a VGDRA scheme that aims to minimize the routes reconstruction cost of 

the sensor nodes while maintaining nearly optimal routes to the latest location of the mobile sink. We propose a set of 

communication rules that governs the routes reconstruction process thereby requiring only a limited number of nodes to 

readjust their data delivery routes toward the mobile sink.  
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 
Wireless sensor networks are created by small devices communicating over wireless links without using a fixed 

networked infrastructure. More detailed routing algorithms are essential for the applicability of such wireless networks, 

As energy has to be conserved in low powered devices and wireless communication always leads to increased energy 

consumption.In current system, the administrator manually decides which ping packet to be sent. Sending programs 

between every pair of edge ports is neither extensive nor scalable. This system is enough to find minimum set of end-

to-end packets that travel each link. However, doing this need a way of abstracting across device specific configuration 

files generating headers and links they reach and finally calculating a minimum set of test packets. It is not designed to 

identify failures caused from failed links and routers, bugs caused from faulty router hardware or software, and 

performance problems. The common causes of network failure are hardware failures and software bugs, in which that 

problems manifest both as reachability failures and throughput/latency degradation. To overcome this we are proposing 

new system. 
 

In this paper, a novel scheme called Virtual Grid based Dynamic Routes Adjustment (VGDRA) is proposed for 

periodic data collection from WSN.  The aims to optimize the trade-off between nodes energy consumption and data 

delivery performance using a single mobile sink while adhering to the low-cost theme of WSN. The proposed scheme 

enables sensor nodes to maintain nearly optimal routes to the latest location of a mobile sink with minimal network 

overhead. It partitions the sensor field into a virtual grid of K equal sized cells and constructs a virtual backbone 

network comprised of all the cell-headers In addition, VGDRA also sets up communication routes such that the end-to-

end delay and energy cost is minimized in the data delivery phase to the mobile sink. The mobile sink moves along the 

periphery of the sensor field and communicates with the border cell-headers for data collection. The routes re-

adjustment process is governed by a set of rules to dynamically cope with the sink mobility. Using VGDRA, only a 

subset of the cell-headers needs to take part in re-adjusting their routes to the latest location of the mobile sink there by 

reducing the communication cost. Simulation results reveal decreased energy consumption and faster convergence of 

VGDRA compared to other state-of-the art 
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II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

1. Data MULEs: modeling and analysis of a three-tier architecture for sparse sensor networks 

R. C. Shah, S. Roy, S. Jain, and W. Brunetteis Presented This paper presents and analyzes a three-tier architecture for 

collecting sensor data in sparse sensor networks. The approach exploits the presence of mobile entities (called MULEs) 

present in the environment. When in close range, MULEs pick up data from the sensors, buffer it, and deliver it to 

wired access points. This can lead to substantial power savings at the sensors as they only have to transmit over a short-

range. This paper focuses on a simple analytical model for understanding performance as system parameters are scaled. 

Our model assumes a two-dimensional random walk for mobility and incorporates key system variables such as 

number of MULEs, sensors and access points. The performance metrics observed are the data success rate (the fraction 

of generated data that reaches the access points), latency and the required buffer capacities on the sensors and the 

MULEs. The modeling and simulation results can be used for further analysis and provide certain guidelines for 

deployment of such systems. 
 

2. HEED: A hybrid, energy-efficient, distributed clustering approach for ad hoc sensor networks 
O. Younis and S. Fahmythe presented HEED (Hybrid Energy Efficient Distributed) protocol is the clustering protocol. 

It uses using residual energy as primary parameter and network topology features (e.g. node degree, distances to 

neighbors) are only used as secondary parameters to break tie between candidate cluster heads, as a metric for cluster 

selection to achieve load balancing. In this all nodes are assumed to be homogenous i.e. all sensor nodes are equipped 

with same initial energy. But, in this paper we study the impact of heterogeneity in terms of node energy. We assume 

that a percentage of the node population is equipped with more energy than the rest of the nodes in the same network 

this is the case of heterogeneoussensor networks. As the lifetime of sensor networks is limited there is a need to 

reenergize the sensor network by adding more nodes. These nodes will be equipped with more energy than the nodes 

that are already in use, which creates heterogeneity in terms of node energy, leads to the introduction of HHEED 

protocol 

 

3. Geographic convergecast using mobile sink in wireless sensor networks 
T.-S. Chen, H.-W.Tsai, Y.-H.Chang, and T.-C. Chen is Presented Geographical Cellular-like Architecture (GCA) in 

makes a cellular-like hierarchical hexagonal virtual structure to handle sink mobility. GCA however avoids flooding of 

location information of sink, but there is increase in latency and packet loss ratio because of non-ideal data delivery 

paths. Hierarchical Cluster-based Data Dissemination (HCDD) in approaches a hierarchical cluster architecture in 

which the second level cluster-heads of the mobile sink are chosen as routing agents which are responsible for 

maintaining the track on latest location of mobile sink. In high sink mobility, nodes which are using HCDD suffer from 

high energy consumption. In this approach, high latency is there because the data delivery paths are not optimal. 

 

4. A quadtree-based data dissemination protocol for wireless sensor networks with mobile sinks 

Z. H. Mir and Y.-B.Ko is Presented Quadtree-based Data Dissemination (QDD) scheme was proposed by Mir and Ko 

in, which also results in early energy depletion of nodes as in above schemes. This approach also reduces the overall 

network lifetime. Another approach called Virtual grid based Two-Tier Data Dissemination (TTDD) in dedicatedly 

creates a uniform per source node virtual grid structure approaching the entire sensor field. TTDD even though avoids 

the flooding of the sink’s topological updates, but, the per source virtual grid construction reduces the network lifetime. 

 

Existing System: 

In existing, a converge-cast tree algorithm called Virtual Circle Combined Straight Routing (VCCSR) that constructs a 

virtual structure comprised of virtual circles and straight lines. A set of nodes are appointed as cluster heads along these 

virtual circles and straight lines. Hexagonal cell-based Data Dissemination (HexDD) constructs a hexagonal grid 

structure to address real-time data delivery while taking into consideration the dynamic conditions of multiple mobile 

sinks and event sources. Backbone-based Virtual Infrastructure (BVI) that makes use of single-level multi-hop 

clustering. It aims to minimize the total number of clusters and thus the scale of network overhead associated with 

informing all the CH nodes about the sink’s location information. Multiple Enhanced Specified-deployed Sub-sinks 

(MESS), creates a virtual strip in the middle of sensor field thereby placing enhanced wireless nodes (sub-sinks) having 

more storage capacity at equal distances. 
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Disadvantages Of Existing System: 

 Depletes the energy 

 Reduce the network lifetime 

 Increase the end-to-end time delay 

III.PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 

System Architecture: 

A block diagram showing interactions and information flow among different components of the system is given in 

following figure. In this section, detailed description of our virtual grid routing scheme, including how to create the 

virtual infrastructure and how to keep fresh routes towards the latest location of the mobile sink. A virtual infrastructure 

is designed by partitioning the sensor field into a virtual grid of similar sized cells where the total number of cells is a 

function of the number of sensor nodes. A set of nodes near to centre of the cells are fixed as cell-headers which are 

responsible for maintaining track of the latest location of the mobile sink and relieve the rest of member nodes from 

taking part in routes re adjustment. Neighboring cell-headers communicate with each other via gateway nodes. The 

group of cell-headers nodes together with the gateway nodes constructs the virtual backbone structure. 

 

 

Figure 1: Proposed system block diagram. 

 

Implementation Steps of System  

 

The methodology of the technique is described below: 

1) Firstly the area is defined in which nodes are created. 

 

2) Similar numbers of nodes are established in each cluster for selecting the best path for communication. also 

the quality of service parameters of a network depend on the number of nodes. 

 

3) Total area is partitioned into equal parts for creating a virtual network structure. 

 

4) After this, location of mobile sink is taken. 

 

5) Initial energy is appointed to each node as every node require some amount of energy. 

 

6) Each divided area has unique cluster head. The node closest to the centre of the cell is elected as 

the cluster head. 
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7) Once the cluster heads are selected, then the communication route will be selected on the basis of these heads 

selection. Straight line communication is used this virtual grid routing approach. 

 

8) Now, the energy of each node will be used to calculate the energy of the network. 

 

 

Advantage: 

 Increase the network lifetime 

 Reduce the energy consumption 

 Decrease the end-to-end delay time 

 Increase the throughput 

IV.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this Project, a Virtual Grid Routing scheme is implemented in NS2, which was previouslyimplemented using Ns-2 

software. The energy model is considered to reduce energy dissipation which will improve the energy consumption and 

data delivery performance. This technique divides the area into equal number of cells. A mobile sink while moving 

around the sensor field keeps on changing its location and connects with the nearest border-line cell-header for data 

collection. Network lifetime is improved and routes reconstruction cost is reduced by this scheme. In future work, we 

aim to improve the performance of our proposed scheme by using communication based on Ant Colony Routing  which 

will improve the lifetime of network and reduce the routes reconstruction cost even more than this scheme. Energy 

consumption will also be reduced by using distance priority communication 
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